
Our Consulting & Strategy team has extensive expertise in supporting regional 
authorities, organisations and industry players, and is recognised both in France and 
abroad for its ability to bring clients’ climate strategies to life, from definition to 
implementation.

Our expertise and perfect understanding of climate change challenges and associated 
strategies, combined with our in-depth knowledge of international financial 
instruments and standards, enable us to support your projects from the diagnostic 
study phase through to financing.

CONSULTING

We support our public and private customers define climate strategies that are 
tailored to their specific needs and activities.

Our team makes your positive and sustainable projects a reality  by leveraging 
green finance and carbon finance solutions.

TOGETHER, ACHIEVING
YOUR LOW-CARBON 
TRANSITION 



Contact

SUEZ Consulting has sound and diverse experience

virginie.leclercq@suez.com 
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A perfect understanding of regional challenges to provide 
sustainable, low-carbon and concrete solutions.

Climate diagnostic
Identifying your activity's key climate challenges is essential to establish the greenhouse gas 
emissions footprint of your operations along its value chain. A comparative competitive study is 
also conducted.

Climate strategy
Establishing targets to reduce emissions and energy consumption, in line with your objectives 
and with regulatory obligations, and setting goals for each sector or segment of the value chain.

Climate action plan
Working with you to design a tailored operational action plan. We can help implementing the plan
by drawing on our team's wide range of expertise, particularly in supply chain optimisation, 
sustainable mobility plan, training and awareness among stakeholders…

Climate action financing
Finding financing solutions for your projects through the implementation of green finance 
instruments, i.e. all financing tools and solutions that support the environmental transition and 
the fight against climate change: carbon credit certification, eligibility and impact studies for 
carbon tax and carbon finance regulatory mechanisms…

https://webpublication.suez.consulting/en/

